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This work was realized as a part of multidîscîplinary studies of the northern and central 
Adriatic within the ASCOP project. Particular aim of this segment was to determine 
geochemîcal characteristics of the surface sediments. Therefore one had to reconstruct the 
sedimentation pattern of recent sediments. The samples were taken at 33 stations in the 
period from June 17th to June 30th 1990 by RV Salvatore lo BIANCO (Fig. 1.). 
In this paper some sedimentologic and surface chemîcal characteristics of sediments such as 
granulometric distribution, minera! composition, carbonate share, organic matter and specific 
surface area (SSA) are reported. Granulometric composition of analyzed samples gave the 
sedimentologic pattern as shown in Fig. 1., confirming the data of PIGORINI (1968) and 
BRAMBA TI et al. (1983). ..-------------------~ 
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Figure 1. Sampling stations and distribution of sediment types 

In the eastern part of the investigated area and at the stations 001 and 007 sandy sediments 
were found at the sea bottom. Toward west increases the pelite shear, so that the western 
region is characterized by pelitic sediments. Such pattern is typical for the northern Adriatic 
and 401-407 profile of the central Adriatic. Most of the central region is covered with pelîtic 
sediments with an exception of the station 705, which îs 90 % sandy. 
Higher share of carbonate fraction is characteristic for sand type sediments, whereas clay 
minerals (aluminosilicates) are typical for pelitic sediments concentrated mostly in the 
western and southern part of the investigated region. With respect to surface chemical 
characteristics, pelites show significantly higher specific surface area compared to sandy 
sediments (VDOVIC et ai., 1991). In Fig. 2. the data specific surface area vs. mean grain size is 
presented~ and data fit the exponential curve with the steep decrease of SSA for grain size 
classes up ta 10 µm followed by continuous decrease approaching 2 m2/g for classes larger 
than 50 µm. 
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Figure 2. The dependence of the SSA on the mean grain size 

The large SSA is not only due to simple geometrical reason (functîon of equivalent diameter) 
but more due to solid bulk characteristicsF such as morphology and porosity. At the same time 
pelitic sed.iments are characterized by sigNficant amount of organic matter which modifies 
the surface characteristics of the pristine mineral grains (BISCAN et al., 1991). It is evidenced 
by significant change of SSA alter stripping of the organic coating by the H202 and heat 
treatment. Such absorbing abîlity of pelite sediments is of importance for binding of 
pollutants. In this sense the presented tesults could serve for the prediction of role of 
sediments in transport of pollutants. 
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Fresh water discharges in the Adriatic Sea since 17 000 years: influence on organic carbon 
recycling and deep water ventilation rates 
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The open ocean deglacial sea level rise was not monotonie. In the Atlantic, in fact, it was 
marked by two intervals of rapid rise which also corresponded to important meltwater 
discharges dated at about 12 kyrs and 9.5 kyrs (14C ages) (FAIRBANKS, 1989). Because of its 
negative water budget (E/P <0) the Mediterranean Sea as a whole, generally behave as an 
amplifier of the global dimatic signais. An exception to the rule is the present day Adriatic 
Sea, with a positive water budget (E<P). 

The oxygen and carbon isotope records of three cores located respecuvely within the central 
Adriatic Sea: core IN68-5 (41°14'N/18°32'E, 1030m water depth}, south west of the Otranto siU: 
core 88KS206 (39°22'N/18°56'E, 950m wat~r depth) and within the Levantine basin: core 
75KSS0 (3~0 4l'N/27°00'E, 229~~ wa~er depth) have been compared for the period 
correspond~ng to the la~t deglaoation, smce about 17 kyrs. The chronological frame is based 
on oxygen 1sotope stratigraphy and 14C radiocarbon and AMS datings. The· 18Q records have 
been corrected for the ice volume component (FAIRBANKS, 1989). The data show that in the 
A_driatic as well as immediately south off this basin, two important events of freshwater 
discharges can be correlated to the meltwater spikes reported for the Atlantic, at about 12 and 
9.5 ~yrs. ~he more recent event however lasted longer and ended at about S kyrs. A lînear 
relahonsh1ps between the iJ13C and ë)l8Q values recorded during these tîme intervals also 
supports the ~ypothesis of a freshwater contamination for both 180 and 13C decreases. By 
contrast, the f1rst freshwater pulse at 12 kyrs is not recorded in the Levantine core 75KS50 
whereas the second one is well marked and coincided in part with the deposition of sapropel 
s 1. 

In addi~ion, since 17 000 ~ears~ the surface and deep inorganic carbon (lCO2) was repeatedly 
de~let~ m the ~eavy 13C isotope. The ~ a13C difference between Cicibides pachyderrna and 
Uviga:ma peregrma m core IN68-5 has been used as a proxy record for the estimation of 
orgamc carbon fluxes to the sediment since 17 000 yrs, in the centra) Adriatic Sea. The data 
suggest that these fluxes were stronger between 16 and 14 kyrs, around 13 kyrs and between 8 
and 5 kyrs. The maximal values correspond to the more recent flux. The a1.1c records of G. 
bull~ides indicate that shallow water 13C depletion was maximum between 14 and 11 kyrs and 
agam between 9.5 and 5 kyrs. These 13C decreases in the shalJow water l.CO 2 are also recorded 
in the Levantine ~asin by G. rub~r. Whereas th~se two n~gative excursions are dearly 
separated by an ep1sode of 13C ennchment, occurnng approx1mately in coinddence with the 
Younger Dryas in the Adriatic and Otrante cores, this interruption is less conspicuous in the 
Levantine basin. 

These data highlight the complexity of the factors which controlled the surface water 
pri~ar~ production, the do~ward fluxes _of organk carbon to the sediment and the deep 
ventilation of .the eastern Mediterranean basms. Freshwater discharges around 12 and 9.5 kyrs 
ma): ha~e seno~s~y hamp~;ed deep water formation in the Adriatic Sea (as it occurs today, 
dunng low sahmty years ), and consequently lowered the deep ventilation of the eastem 
mediterranean basin. In the same time, the increase in the Northern Hemisphere insolation 
which became maximal ~etween 11 and 12 kyrs, caused the seasonal temperature stratification 
of the surface waters,_ wh1ch may explain that a significant part of the produced organic carbon 
could have occurred m surface waters. This, in turn, resu]ted in a 13C depletion of the surficial 
LCO2. The more recent surficial 13C depletion, near 9.5 kyrs, which duration largely exceeded 
that of the Atlantic melt~a_ter. discharge# refl~ct7d the combined effects of important 
fres~wat:r fluxes and prec1pitat1ons on the Adnatic and neighbouring basins, with large 
nutr:ent mputs fro1:'- t?e Po and other italian and yougoslavîan rivers assodated with- or 
causmg- a low ventilat10n of the deeper part of the basjn. This in tum induced the formation 
of the most recent sapropel S 1 in the eastern Mediterranean basin. 

These data agree well with the recent hypothesîs of TROELSTRA et al. (1991) that "adverse 
bottom conditions" in the Eastern Mediterranean may have lasted longer than previouly 
supposed, from 13.8 kyrs ta 6kyrs, according to these authors. 
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Fresh water influxes in the three st1:1died core during the last deglaciation and 13C depletion in 
the surface dwe1ller G. bulloides, in Adriatk core IN'68-5. 
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